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Abstract As a key asset, knowledge speaks to a factor of economic and social improvement.The knowledge society, including the informational society, is one of intricacy, integrative, reflexivity and elucidation. There originates from it a new methodology of the world we live in that enables us to understand the requirement for worldview change in education, as a result of social, economic, scientific, cultural and political shifts. We can envision an education dependent on technology, on advancing partnership and on tolerating contrasts from the viewpoint of understanding normal mission paying little heed to the social or ethnic gathering, religion or nationality. The execution of new innovations speaks to quite a while exertion that equally reaches the organizational culture of the two teachers and students. Information has esteem just in the event that we realize where to discover it, how to manage it, how to choose it and how to coordinate it into a framework. Fundamentally, knowledge rest in using and not in gathering information, in exchanging and applying them. Teachers' dispositions towards using new advancements have an important part in their execution along the educational procedure. Educational approaches that depend on information and communication advancements can contribute, by their valences, to the enhancement of the educational environment. The attributes of the methods utilized in educational circumstances are firmly connected to the thought grasped and to the educational worldview that is acknowledged by the scientific society. This paper aims in studying the extent to which the role of education in society development and the contribution towards the making of global India. It also targets on researching the major positive outcome of the economic development of India. Being the top too, ‘Research methodology’ is used in descriptive formant then ‘outcomes’ are increased in literacy rate, economic development, enhancing the quality of education, adding happiness to everyone's life by education.  

Keywords : Descriptive society, economic, social factor, professional training, technology, education environment.  
 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:- Secondary data gathered from different reference books and web assets. 
 INTRODUCTION:-  As knowledge has been perceived as a noteworthy source of efficiency, aggressiveness, and economic growth and the resulting 'Knowledge Society' should be progressively populised. Regardless of whether potential relies upon the dimension of infiltration of the 'Knowledge economy linkage’ with different sectors, then the nature of the jobs made, and whether diverse stratum of society profit by it similarly. This paper utilizes the Indian experience to reveal insight into these issues. While the potential for change to a Knowledge Society exists in India, it would need to be gone before and joined by empowering arrangements, for example, interest in logical research, the institutionalization of working conditions, and the working up of the physical and social framework. 
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 OBJECTIVE:- The main purpose of this paper is to study: 
1) Task of Knowledge in Development. 

2)  Growth of literacy in India. 

3) Enhancing the quality of education. 

4) English language education. 

 REVIEW OF LITERATURE:- sketched out the rising of current knowledge social orders and talked about the suggestions and outcomes of the appearance of knowledge-based economies and knowledge majority rule governments. As needs be the emphasis was on a comprehension of the center idea of knowledge itself. It isn't promptly performative or enticing. Nor will "Knowledge"be an "incredible equalizer"forcing present day knowledge social orders to meet into homogeneous social substances, for instance, as far as disparity structures, not to mention will wind up normal social structures empowering technocratic overseeing, for instance.Knowledge economies can be apropos portrayed by the change from material to representative economies, with knowledge turning into a main measurement in the profitable procedure. 
*Task of Knowledge in Development. We presently comprehend that the pace and degree of development is resolved to a very expansive degree by a large group of non-material, elusive variables: access to information, knowledge and aptitude; age and utilization of innovation; the quality and efficiency of social systems and open foundations; mastery in building and overseeing associations everything being equal; and at last on the yearnings and frames of mind of the people. Development relies upon a very wide scope of knowledge-technical knowledge of beneficial procedures, business knowledge of business sectors and business rehearses, individual knowledge of human well-being and sustenance, knowledge of laws and legitimate procedures, knowledge of political and regulatory procedures and open strategies, knowledge of association and the board, knowledge of rising fields of science, and an applied knowledge of the nature of the development procedure itself, by which we may procure the astuteness to release and bridle the vitality, cleverness and innovativeness of the people.  Knowledge contributes to development in a few distinctive routes: as a gainful asset; as a fundamental contribution for education, scientific research and industrial innovation; as an impetus for social change and economic development; and as a reason for progress and social qualities that advance social uprightness and agreement, which is the basic establishment for all development.  Knowledge is just a single contribution to the development procedure; however it is a significant one. Without sufficient knowledge the various fundamental sources of info arrive, framework, processing plants, capital, innovation, regulatory and social association can't yield full outcomes. Upgrading knowledge age, spread and application are the quickest, most financially savvy methods for expanding the efficiency of all these different assets and quickening national development. 
 *GROWTH OF LITERACY IN INDIA. Literacy rates in India have multiplied in the course of recent decades. This great advancement is lessened by the way that the beginning rates were to a great degree low. This still leaves around 300 million ignorant adults in the nation, 30% of the whole populace. For these people, the conventional roads of knowledge spread through education and prominent information are precluded. It is absolutely the people in this isthe most helpless against the difficulties presented by the knowledge upheaval since they are slightest prepared to quickly extend their knowledge base. Since a large number of them are generally youthful adults who will in any case be dynamic in 2020, the nation can't stand to overlook them or desert them.   
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 * ENHANCING THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION A quantitative extension of the education system will give access to progressively youngsters, however, the education gave(given) is of sufficient quality to keep them enlisted or drastically enhance their ability for social adjustment and accomplishment. A large number of the techniques ordinarily embraced in the country's schools depend on practices created in the inaccessible past that have outlasted their esteem and utility. Synchronous with the quantitative development of the education widest will build the quality and speed of knowledge transmission. 
 * ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION  In this time of globalization, order over the English dialect is a valuable resource. It altogether enhances access to information and work. There is huge prominent enthusiasm for learning English, yet most existing instructors are not met all requirements to train it and dread for their vocations on the off chance that it is given significance. As a result, the rich-poor gap just enlarges(enlarged). Rich kids learn English and consume high paid occupations and the poor are sentenced to low paid ones. Without threatening existing instructors, the administration can urge private activity to give beneficial courses in English and bolster it to the degree that it will be moderate by all families. 
 EDUCATION:- A method for assessing India's knowledge is crater to take a gander at a number of people who don't obtain even at least formal education. Education is the essential and best methods so far advanced to transmitting economically valuable knowledge starting with one age then onto the next. Education is the way toward passing on to future ages in a concentrated and abbreviated shape the substance of knowledge collected by past ages.  India's educational system has extended exponentially in the course of recent decades. Yet, drop-out rates from essential and auxiliary school remain so high that a vast extent of youngsters secures even secondary school education. Which must be viewed as the base education required adjusting and succeeding financially in modern society. 
 SUGGESTION:- Knowledge-based Society. ... It mentions to societies that are accomplished and who in this manner depending on the knowledge of their citizens to drive the advancement, enterprise, and dynamism of that society's economy. Education is a noteworthy organization in many societies. ... Sociologists of education look at numerous parts of educational frameworks cooperation, classrooms and gatherings, school associations and national and worldwide frameworks of education. A role is a thorough example of the dynamic that is socially perceived, giving a method for recognizing and setting a person in society. Benefits may incorporate money related security as well as help for education, unemployment, disorder, and medical expenses, retirement and funerals. Frequently advantage societies provide a social or educational framework for individuals and their families to support one another and add to the more extensive network. 
 Value-based education  The word 'values' is regularly utilized with reference to moral and good ideas. In any case, it can likewise be utilized in an a lot more extensive sense to mean rules that are basic for national advancement. Values are those demeanors which based on long experience society has come to perceive as most basic for individual and aggregate accomplishment. Values speak to the core of life knowledge about what is vital for proceeded(preceded) with social advancement. It is conceivable to distinguish a rundown of 20 or 30 work values that will be basic for the future development and advancement of Indian culture and its more noteworthy investment in the rising worldwide economy, values, for example, neatness, dependability, confidence, sense of pride, trustworthiness in exchange, business enterprise, methodical working, and so on. As useful aptitudes can be prepared, values can be prepared as well. Instead of only emulating the West, an investigation of India's best people, associations and networks will uncover the guiding principle that shape the inward establishment for their external achievements. 
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Endeavors ought to be started to distinguish those values that are most basic to India's future advancement and to develop an educational modules to successfully confer them to understudies all things considered. 
 Enhancing the Quality of Education  A quantitative development of the educational framework will give access to increasingly youngsters, yet it won't guarantee that the education gave is of sufficient quality to keep them selected or significantly enhance their ability for social adjustment and accomplishment. A considerable lot of the techniques usually embraced in the country's schools are based on practices created in the far off past that have outlasted their value and utility. Concurrent with the quantitative development of the educational framework, there should be a coordinated exertion to explore different avenues regarding new ways to deal with education that will build the quality and speed of knowledge transmission. 
 CONCLUSION:- That is the reason we are for the programs of constant professional training that answer the requirements of the on-screen characters required into the educational play. Being an aftereffect of the requirements of our society, the opportunities that the new innovations offer work students to learn at their own pace, get to information, access and convey it, take care of complex problems, advance different types of articulation and get some capability in acting with the instruments of the time of information and communication. The knowledge society is to be a valuable term; it must be taken fundamentally and further explained. There are a few issues with its utilization. ... It is increasingly about procedures (knowledge generation, learning, development, and inventiveness) than about satisfying static destinations. 
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